R2 Responsibilities
Points of Emphasis
Whistle and signal any net and centerline violations.
Whistle and signal for any substitution requests.
Whistle and signal for any time-out requests (time them if necessary).
Respond to line-up check requests.
Respond to any questions from head coaches.

Prior to Match/Set
Assist the first referee in pre match duties (check net, ball, etc.).
Make sure the score table and team benches/chairs are in the proper places.
Have a pre-match meeting with the scorer, Libero tracker and timer.
Have a pre-match meeting with your R1 (discreet signals, sanctions, deciding set).
Verify the lineup has been entered correctly on the official score sheet.
Check for illegal equipment (jewelry, hair devices), uniforms & Libero jerseys.
Fill out lineup card and check lineup on court prior to each set.
Once lineup is checked, inform the Libero that she may enter the court.
Identify the captain for each team & have them wave to R1.
Make sure scorekeeper is ready and then signal to R1 that you are ready.

During Match
R2’s position should be opposite the R1 and always on the side opposite the ball.
Center (look at R1) at the end of each play and mirror the R1’s signals.
Look at benches at end of play & whistle and signal for any subs or time-out requests.
Whistle and signal for any net or centerline violations on both teams.
Whistle and signal for any substitution requests.
Whistle and signal for any time-out requests (time them if necessary).
During timeouts check the score sheet for accuracy (score, # of subs & timeouts).
Always give the ready signal to the R1 after each sub or timeout.
Make sure Liberos enter the court in the proper replacement zone.
Assist the R1 with discreet signals (back row/block/attack, ball down, etc.) when necessary.
Check receiving team for positional faults (out of alignment) at the moment of serve.
Blow the whistle when both teams are ready to play prior to 60 seconds expiring.
Notify R1 how many timeouts have been used by each team.
Notify coach how many timeouts they have used.
Notify coach when she has used her 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th subs.
Notify the R1 of any unsporting conduct from a coach, player or other team member.
Conduct coin toss prior to deciding set at center court – notify R1 of results.

